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Whether you are shopping, hiking in
the mountains, or just relaxing in the
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garden, don’t let a shower of rain catch
you by surprise. With HydrECO’s new
3D technology, you are protected to
continue all activities even under extreme
circumstances. As this concept is also
fluorine free and highly wash-durable, it is
the best solution available today!
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OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE
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ABOUT TANATEX
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HydrECO is suitable for all fibres.
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industry. Through a worldwide
HOW DOES IT WORK

network of offices, agencies and
distributors, TANATEX Chemicals
supplies its global customers with
quality wet processing products and
provides a high level of technical
service. For over 50 years, the
company has proven to be a reliable
partner in solving its customers’
challenges providing them with
competitive advantages and fit-for-

Let the rain bounce off your fabric with
HydrECO’s fluorine free repellency.
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purpose chemical solutions.

